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Abstract
In this work, a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) strategy is proposed to regulate the concentrations of the different gas species inside a Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) anode gas
channel. The purpose of the regulation relies on the rejection of the unmeasurable perturbations that affect
the system: the hydrogen reaction and water transport terms. The model of the anode channel is derived
from the discretisation of the partial differential equations that define the nonlinear dynamics of the system, taking into account spatial variations along the channel. Forward and backward discretisations of the
distributed model are employed to take advantage of the boundary conditions of the problem. A linear
observer is designed and implemented to perform output-feedback control of the plant. This information is
fed to the controller to regulate the states towards their desired values. Simulation results are presented to
show the performance of the proposed control method over a given case study. Different cost functions are
compared and the one with minimum state-regulation error is identified. Suitable dynamic responses are
obtained facing the different considered disturbances.
Keywords: Concentration regulation, distributed model, NMPC, fuel cell control, fuel cell observation
distributed parameter models have acquired increasing importance [6, 7]. This is due to the increasing
concern about the effects of the variation of certain
variables along the system. This work is based on a
distributed model of the anode channel of a PEMFC,
proposing as a control objective to regulate the gas
concentration profiles along the channel towards constant set-point profiles.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, fuel cells are an interesting alternative
for clean energy production. Particularly, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC), with a high
power density, are very promising for mass market
applications such as automotive and stationary combined heat and power (CHP) systems. The fuel for
PEMFC systems is hydrogen, an energy vector that
can be obtained via electrolysis or reforming through
the consumption of electrical energy. Currently, researchers from all over the world are dedicating a
great effort to improve efficiency, reduce degradation
and decrease the production costs of PEMFC technology. In the automatic control field, new estimation, diagnosis and control systems are being developed with the same goal in mind.
Therefore, there is already an important number
of research works focusing on the automatic control
of PEMFC. Different control objectives and techniques can be found in the literature: stoichiometry,
minimising input flow rates, temperature and water
management are among the most frequent control
objectives [1, 2]; linear controllers, unfalsified controllers [3], predictive controllers, variable structure
controllers are some of the used control techniques
[4, 5]. In order to continue exploiting the control engineering potential to improve PEMFC performance,

As any real system, PEMFC is plenty of dynamical
behaviours and variables bounded by physical limits
that should be considered when designing a control
law, e.g., voltages, currents, flows. Moreover, the
interaction of the diverse compositional sub-systems
determines the definition of several operational constraints that, in the same way as the variable bounds,
should be taken into account when formulating a
closed-loop control scheme. In this sense, model predictive control (MPC) has been recognized as a powerful methodology since it has the intrinsic ability
to deal with system constraints in a systematic and
straightforward manner [8]. Added to this fact, there
exists other strong reasons for utilizing this control
technique such as the capability of considering several
variables (multi-variable systems) and control objectives (multi-objective control) as well as the inclusion
of system disturbances handling in on-line mode.
MPC is sensitive to the model accuracy since the
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control computation is precisely based on a mathematical model of the plant (in this case, the fuel cell).
Moreover, the MPC controller design depends on the
nature of the PEMFC model: from the purely nonlinear MPC (NMPC) [9], to linear approaches [10, 11],
piece-wise affine (PWA) models [12, 13] and hybrid
systems forms [14].
The NMPC approach has several advantages due
to the consideration of the nonlinear dynamics of
the system, key aspect when driving the system far
away from its nominal working point (a common situation in PEMFC-based energy systems). On the
other hand, one of the main problems that can be
encountered when using this control strategy is the
high computational burden.
The main contribution of this paper relies on the
implementation of a NMPC strategy based on a nonlinear distributed parameters model of an PEMFC
anode channel in such a way that the proposed regulation of the anode gases concentrations can be
reached by considering an accurate model and a controller that takes into account the physical and operational system constraints. In a previous work [15],
a similar controller was implemented assuming statefeedback control and measured disturbances. Both
assumptions were highly unrealistic considering the
system, but allowed to develop the first approach of
the NMPC strategy. This paper presents a solution
making use of a state observer to perform outputfeedback control, since it is virtually impossible to
know the values of some internal states of a PEMFC.
Moreover, the reaction rates and water transport in
the system are included in the control approach as
unmeasurable disturbances, being the robustness feature of the overall implementation another contribution of this work.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the general system description
and statement of the control problem are presented.
In Section 3, the mathematical model of the considered system, based on distributed parameters, is developed and explained in detail. In Section 4, the
NMPC strategy is stated and implemented based on
the model of the anode gas channel developed in Section 3. In Section 5, simulation results are presented
and analysed in detail. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions of this work are presented and some research
lines for future work are proposed.

Figure 1: Single-channel PEMFC representation

unknown disturbances, are perpendicular to the supply channel (along the y-axis direction). See Figure 1
for the overview of the PEMFC and the defined reference frame. The nature and computation of these
disturbances depend on the rest of the PEMFC model
[7] that is not included in this paper since both the
reaction and water transpor terms are considered as
unknown by the NMPC controller.
The reaction rate at which the hydrogen is consumed depends on the power demanded by the load
connected to the PEMFC-based system. Therefore,
in order to maintain the hydrogen concentration levels at a certain value during the operation of the system, the hydrogen inflow should be controlled. On
the other side, a key aspect to take into account when
analysing the efficiency of the PEMFC is the hydration of both the catalyst layer and the membrane.
Due to this fact, a second control objective should be
considered: the regulation of the water-vapour concentration along the anode channel.
Regarding the water flux, while this paper is focused on the anode-channel side of a PEMFC, it is
considered that the water flows through the entire
system, being a key element for the electrical conductivity of the PEMFC. The water behaviour at
the electrolyte membrane is of special interest due
to the key role of the water content in the dynamics
of the proton transport, and thus, over the electrical conductivity. It is assumed that the water transport terms take place in the y-axis domain of the
system depicted in Figure 1 driven by chemical potential gradients [16]. Moreover, it is also assumed
that the membrane can retain water internally [7],
the swelling of the membrane is not considered.
The anode gas channel model [7] employed to simulate the control solutions has a z-axis length (L) of
0.4 m and a y-axis channel thickness (δ) of 0.7 mm.
A general description of the complete single-channel

2. System Description
This paper is focused on the anode channel of a
single-channel PEMFC. The concentration profiles in
the anode channel are the controlled variables. The
spatial profiles are defined along the z-axis, while the
hydrogen and water transport terms, considered as
2

PEMFC model can be found in [7], where its dimen- PEMFC model. These terms are defined as lumped
sions are detailed to be 10x4x400 mm, ignoring the parameters, being variable along the channel.
thickness of the bipolar plates.
The study proposed in this paper can be generalised to the case of n discretised finite-element volumes along the gas channel (ndisc ). In Figure 2, the
3. Mathematical Modelling
main structure of the system for this generalisation
is presented.
In order to implement the NMPC controller (or
The finite-element discretisation of the partial difany model-based method) to perform the regulation
ferential equations in (1) along the z-direction yields
of the plant, a mathematical model that represent
the following system:
the internal dynamics of the system is needed beforehand. In this section, a control-oriented mathemativj−1 (t)ci,j−1 (t) vj (t)ci,j (t) ṅi,j (t)
ċi,j (t) =
−
−
,
cal model of the PEMFC anode gas channel is derived
∆z
∆z
δ
from the partial differential equations that describe
(2a)
the behaviour of the overall mass balances, the flow
K
velocities and the pressure drops along the z-axis of
(pj (t) − pj+1 (t)) ,
(2b)
vj (t) =
∆z
the channel, as developed in [7]. Hence,
X
pj (t) = RT
ci,j (t),
(2c)
∂ci (t)
∂v(t)
ṅi (t)
i
=−
ci (t) −
,
(1a)
∂t
∂z
δ
where the new subscript j is referred to the discre∂p(t)
v(t) = −K
,
(1b) tised volume (e.g., cH O,3 is the H2 O concentration
2
∂z
X
value at the third volume of the spatial discretisap(t) = RT
ci (t),
(1c)
tion). The discretisation length is represented with
i
the constant value ∆z.
where table 1 collects and defines the variables and
The boundary conditions are given by vj−1 ci,j−1 =
parameters involved in the model (1). Hydrogen and ṅi,in for the first volume of discretisation (j = 1) and
water vapour z-dependant concentrations along the pj+1 = pamb for the last one (j = ndisc ) as developed
anode gas channel are denoted as ci , where subscript in [7]. From this implementation, three kind of state
i stands for the reactant, being i = H2 for hydrogen equations are obtained by developing (2) for the first,
and i = H2 O for water.
middle and last discretisation volumes:
 A
Table 1: Nomenclature and units of variables and parameters
 ċi,j (t), if j = 1,
in (1)
ċB (t), if 2 ≤ j ≤ ndisc − 1,
(3)
ċi,j (t) =
 i,j
C
ċi,j (t), if j = ndisc ,
parameter description
units
where
ci
concentration of i-th gas mol m−3
ṅi,in (t)
ċA
− K1 Φ(j) − Λ(t)
δ
thickness of the channel m
i,j (t) =
∆z
K
pressure drop coefficient m2 s−1 Pa−1 ċB (t) = K1 (Φ(j − 1) − Φ(j)) − Λ(t)
i,j
X
ṅi
molar flux of i-th gas
mol m−2 s−1 C
ċi,j (t) = K1 (Φ(j − 1) − ci,j (t)
ci,j (t)) + K2 ci,j (t) − Λ(t)
p
pressure
Pa
i
R

gas constant

T

temperature

v

flow velocity

J mol−1 K−1 and with
K
m s−1

Φ(j) = ci,j (t)

!
X
i

ci,j (t) −

X

ci,j+1 (t) , (4a)

i

!
X
X
The system has the input molar fluxes and exter- Φ(j − 1) = c
ci,j−1 (t) −
ci,j (t)
i,j−1 (t)
nal ambient pressure as known boundary conditions.
i
i
Knowing this, the spatial discretisation of (1) reduces
(4b)
the complexity of solving analytically the partial difṅi,j (t)
.
(4c)
Λ(t) =
ferential equations. Therefore, a forward-backward
δ
discretisation will be applied to the spatial partial
differential equations that define the gas-channel dy- Moreover, K1 = KRT /∆z 2 , K2 = Kpamb /∆z 2 .
namics. As explained before, H2 reaction and water These spatially-discretised equations will be used for
transport terms take place in the y-axis domain of the the design of the NMPC controller afterwards (see
3

Figure 2: Generalised model of the discretised anode gas channel

Section 4).
ni,in are the inlet molar flows for both H2 and
H2 O are considered the available manipulated variables. ni,j are the molar flow densities for the H2
reaction rate and the water transport through the
membrane. For the simulation model considered in
this paper, the initial H2 reaction rate per each of
the discretised volumes is extracted from [17], where
a complete electrochemical model developed from [7]
is implemented. The current demanded from the load
directly affects these reaction rates. Since in this paper only the anode gas channel is considered, the dynamic values of the reaction rates are assumed to
follow the initial profile obtained from [17], proportionally affected by the current multiplier in Figure 5.
Similar assumptions are considered regarding the
flux of water through the membrane. Since only the
anode gas channel is included in this paper, starting
from a nominal profile calculated with [17] model,
it is assumed that the water flux will also increment
proportionally with the current multiplier of Figure 5
due to the drag effect that protons create over the water molecules along the direction of the membrane.
Other important model assumptions are the isothermal condition and the consideration that no liquid
water formation can appear in the system. Moreover,
the controller operates under output feedback of the
H2 and H2 O concentrations in the last discretisation
volume. To infer the H2 O concentration value in the
last discretisation volume, a relative humidity sensor can be employed. Knowing the water saturation
pressure at the system temperature and the relative
humidity, it is possible to obtain the water concentration value from the water partial pressure (pout,H2 O ).
Moreover, knowing the output pressure (pout ) at the
end of the gas channel is a common assumption in
PEMFC systems. Knowing these two pressures and
since
pout (t) = pout,H2 (t) + pout,H2 O (t),
(5)

4. NMPC Controller Design
4.1. Control-oriented model
The NMPC controller introduces a prediction
model similar to the one developed for the plant. The
main difference is that in the prediction model the
H2 reaction rate and the water transport through
the membrane are considered as unknown and unmeasured disturbances while in the simulation model
they are not (see Figure 4). The divergence between
the plant and the prediction model is covered by the
intrinsic robustness of the NMPC controller and its
reconfigurability capabilities. Moreover, the statefeedback topology allows to minimize the mismatching between those two models.
From (2), the following discrete-time dynamic
model is obtained:


αj−1 (k) − αj (k)
xi,j (k + 1) = xi,j (k) +
− d(k) ,
∆z
(6a)
K
(pj (k) − pj+1 (k)) ,
∆z X
pj (k) = RT
xi,j (k),
vj (k) =

(6b)
(6c)

i

with αj (k) = vj (k)xi,j (k)∆t and d(k) = ṅi,j (k)∆t/δ.
The state variables are xH2 ,j , the H2 concentration,
and xH2 O,j , the H2 O concentration, both along the j
volumes of the channel. Moreover, the control inputs
are uH2 , ṅH2 ,in , corresponding to the H2 molar inflow, and uH2 O , ṅH2 O,in , which denotes the water
vapour molar inflow. These control inputs arise from
the expansion of (6) into a volume-dependant expression as developed in (3). Here, ∆t is the sampling
time that, for this case study, is 10 ms and k ∈ Z
denotes the discrete-time variable.

4.2. State observer
Since the system construction is enclosed, there is
the partial pressure of H2 (pout,H2 ) is obtained. Fi- no information about the values of all the states. For
nally, the hydrogen concentration is derived using the this reason, a state observer is implemented using a
previous computed variables and (2c).
measure of the output concentrations of the channel
4

considering 9 discretisation volumes, which implies
models (2) or (6) with 18 concentration values (system states).

in order to reconstruct the entire state vector. The
topology of the observer is based on a classical Luenberger structure [18]. Making use of the nomenclature proposed in this paper, the observer equations
can be written as

4.4. Control objectives

The degradation and life expectancy of the
x̂i,j (k + 1) = Ax̂i,j (k) + L [yi (k) − ŷi (k)] Bui (k),
(7a) PEMFC is directly related to the behaviour of the
internal variables of the system. As stated, this paŷi (k) = C x̂i,j (k) + Dui (k),
(7b) per focuses on the control of the concentration values
along the anode gas channel. To guarantee an opwhere x̂ and ŷ denotes the estimated states and estitimal performance and reduce the degradation that
mated output respectively and A, B, C and D are the
could diminish the life expectancy of the system, the
system matrices of suitable dimensions. The output
control objectives for this work are straightforward:
concentrations are denoted by y. The model matrix
it is needed to maintain certain values of H2 and H2 O
A is computed from the linearisation of the model
ref
concentrations (xref
H2 and xH2 O ) along all the channel
equations (2) around a given operating point. Since
no matter what PEMFC reaction consumption prothe focus of this paper is to regulate the gas concenfile is given.
trations, the dynamical divergence that appears from
Indeed, a PEMFC-based system is subject to variausing a linear observer versus a nonlinear one can be
accepted under the premise that the states must al- tions in the demanded current, which affect the reaction terms and the water transport through the sysways be close to the initial operating point.
tem. Nevertheless, the control strategy aims to mainFollowing [18], and considering the observer (7),
tain a given operation condition for which the system
the observer error, namely e, satisfies
is known to perform adequately, reducing the effect
ei (k + 1) = (A − LC)e(k),
(8) of the disturbances. The reaction terms and water
transport are considered unmeasurable disturbances
for the NMPC controller as stated in Section 4.1. The
where L is the observer gain matrix.
For the discretised system considered in this paper, global control problem can also be defined as a disthe L matrix is designed in such a way that the poles turbance rejection problem.
The H2 consumption is related to the PEMFC out(A − LC) lie inside the unit circle (Schur matrix).
Moreover, a general rule when using Luenberger ob- put voltage and thus, the generated power of the sysservers is to design the observer poles between 4 and tem. This comes dictated by the current demand
10 times faster than the slowest dynamics from the of the load connected to the PEMFC-based system.
linearised system, being this the criteria employed in When the H2 consumption varies due to a current
change, the hydrogen concentration profiles fluctuthis paper.
ate, and therefore this can influence the quality of
the chemical reaction. Besides, it is important to
4.3. Spatial discretisation
properly hydrate the membrane (but not too much to
As presented in (3), the mass balance equations
avoid liquid water formation) to guarantee the suitare discretised using finite differences. While the disable performance of the overall system. Concentracretisation of the partial differential equations allows
ref
tions xref
H2 and xH2 O are the reference values for which
to make use of lumped systems theory and to take
the designed NMPC controller should steer the sysadvantage of the known boundary conditions, it intem to its stationary point in finite time, in spite
troduces a high computational effort.
of the disturbance profile ṅi,j given by the electriA fine discretisation would be the ideal case. Nevcal consumption of the load, which is also unknown
ertheless, the computational effort when increasing
beforehand.
the number of discretisation volumes leads to determine the suitable trade-off between discretisation de4.5. Control volumes
tail and computational burden. For this paper, the
Taking advantage of the finite-element discretisanumber of discretisation volumes has been selected in
order to guarantee the observability condition, which tion of the model (3), the implementation of the conhas only been proved to hold up to 9 volumes. For trol strategy includes the possibility of considering
more volumes, the observer is not able to reconstruct different discretised volumes to perform the regulathe full-state vector due to numerical problems and tion of the concentrations in the gas channel. Inthus, the implemented output-feedback NMPC con- deed, the designed controller allows to select one or
troller is no longer feasible. As a result of this sen- two discretised volumes from the ndisc . This selection
sitivity analysis, simulations have been carried out is limited due to the increasing complexity of adding
5

situation that would result in a failure to meet constraint (10a) in one or more of the discretised volumes. Constraint (10b) is related to the water concentration along the channel, affecting the humidification of the membrane, which has to be suitable to
operate the system within proper conditions of conductivity and degradation.

more controlled volumes to the optimisation problem. Selecting two controlled volumes it is possible
to choose different combinations from the discretised
anode gas channel (see Figure 2).
The possibility of choosing between numerous combinations of control volumes allows to study different
simulation conditions in order to determine the best
choice between different control configurations. This
matter will be deeply analysed in Section 5.

4.7. Cost function
Given the control objectives stated for this problem, the resultant cost function for the controlled volumes (ncont ) can be expressed as

4.6. System constraints
This paper sets up the theoretical basis to a future
implementation of the proposed NMPC controller in
a real PEMFC-based system. The values of the constraints are obtained taking into account nominal values from models reported in the literature [7, 17] and
considering some percentage of tolerance to simulate
the controller. Nevertheless, the control algorithm
is flexible to introduce the real values, which can be
extracted from the information given by the manufacturer of the given system.
The input constraints depend mainly on the equipment employed to inject both the hydrogen and water
molar flows into the channel. Here they are set as
0 ≤ uH2 ≤ 40 mol m−2 s−1 ,

0 ≤ uH2 O ≤ 15 mol m−2 s−1 .

J(K) =

j=0

(9a)
(9b)

−2 −1
uss
s .
H2 O = 10 mol m

This initial operation condition determines the H2
and H2 O concentrations to be the set-point values
for which the NMPC controller aims to regulate the
system.
Apart from the input constraints, there is another
set of hard constraints related to the admissible concentration values throughout the channel, not only
at the controlled volumes. These constraints are
0 < xH2 ,j ≤ 20 mol m−3 ,
−3

0 < xH2 O,j ≤ 4 mol m

,

∀ j,

∀ j,

2
2
||xj − xref
j ||Wx + ||∆u||Wu ,

(11)

where xj
=
[xH2 ,j , xH2 O,j ]T and ∆u
=
T
[∆uH2 , ∆uH2 O ] with the slew rate ∆ui (k) ,
ref
ref
T
ui (k) − ui (k − 1). Similarly, xref
j = [xH2 ,j , xH2 O,j ] .
2
Moreover, notation || · ||W indicates the quadratic
weighted norm, where the weighting matrices are
defined as Wx = diag(γx1 ; γx2 ) and Wu = γu I, with
γ∗ ∈ R and I being an identity matrix of suitable
dimensions. Matrices W allow to prioritise each
control objective within the cost function (11).
Notice that, apart from the state error, minimisation
terms for the slew rate of the two manipulable inputs
have been included in (11), avoiding abrupt changes
in the control inputs that could damage the system
devices.
The optimal tuning of the weighting matrices is out
of the scope of this paper. However, a standard trialand-error procedure based on several simulation has
allowed to define a suitable combination of weighting matrices such as the prioritisation of the control objectives were achieved. The effect of different
combination of weights over the mean absolute error
(MAE) of the state variables, which is defined as a
performance indicator of the system and further discussed in Section 5.3, is presented in Figure 3. In this
figure, it can be seen how the system error oscillates
(hence the states) when tracking errors for both H2
and H2 O are equally prioritised. On the other hand,
lower rates between γx1 and γu imply higher MAE
values. The selected set of parameters is reported in
Table 2.

The input steady-state values are used to obtain
the initial operation condition for which the simulation starts, i.e.,
−2 −1
uss
s ,
H2 = 35 mol m

nX
cont

(10a)
(10b)

4.8. NMPC Design

where (10a) is related to the hydrogen concentrations. Since all the volumes are constrained to have
non-zero and positive concentration values, there will
always be enough H2 in the anode to satisfy the power
demanded by the load due to its variations within
normal operation conditions. However, it is possible
that, if the power demand is enough to saturate the
H2 molar inflow, the system enters in starvation, a

The algorithm employed for the disturbance rejection approach has been taken from [19], which has
been adopted for the proposed case study. The parameters of the algorithm and their units can be
found in Table 2. Therefore, the design of the NMPC
controller for the proposed case study in this paper
is based on Problem 1.
6
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is feasible, there will be an optimal solution for the
sequence of control inputs

Wx = diag(10; 0.1); Wu = I; MAE = 5.11%

11

Wx = diag(10; 10); Wu = 0.1 I; MAE = 5.62%
Wx = diag(10; 0.1); Wu = 0.1 I; MAE = 4.57%

10
9

u∗ (k) , (u∗ (0|k), u∗ (1|k), . . . , u∗ (Hp − 1|k))

MAE (%)

8
7

(14)

and then, according to the receding horizon philosophy, u∗i (0|k) is applied to the system, while the process
is repeated for the next time instant k ∈ Z.

6
5
4
3

The overall topology for the controller implementation is shown in Figure 4.
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5. Simulation Results
Figure 3: MAE behaviour for different values of weighting matrices (MPC tuning)

The initial state vector for all simulations is x0
= (24.47, 7.09, 22.73, 6.69, 20.89, 6.27, 18.94, 5.80,
16.85, 5.29, 14.57, 4.71, 12.05, 4.02, 9.14, 3.17, 5.53,
2.01)T , in mol m−3 . The simulations have been
carried out using fmincon function in MATLAB R
R2011a (32 bits), running in a PC Intel R CoreTM
i7 740QM at 1.73GHz with 4GB of RAM.

Table 2: NMPC setup parameters

parameter

description

value

γ x1

H2 error penalisation

10

γ x2

H2 O error penalisation

0.1

γu

inputs slew rate penalisation

0.1

5.1. Simulation scenario

Hp

prediction horizon

5

Hc

control horizon

5

∆t

sampling time

10 ms

Tsim

simulation time

10 s

The simulation scenario starts with the system
working in an operating point with H2 reaction and
H2 O transport terms unknown by the controller. As
shown in Figures 2 and 4, the output concentration
values are feed into the state observer (besides the
manipulable variables from the controller) and the
estimated full-state vector is given to the NMPC controller, which computes the most suitable sequence of
control actions at each time step ∆t.
There exists a direct relation between the electrical current demanded by the load and the H2 reaction
rates of the PEMFC [20]. To study the performance
of the NMPC controller, a given current profile is demanded from the system at each time instant. The
current consumption multiplier for each of the discretised volumes of the system is shown in Figure 5.

Problem 1 (NMPC Design). Let1
u(k) , (u(0|k), . . . , u(Hp − 1|k))

(12)

be the sequence of control inputs over a fixed-time
prediction horizon Hp , depending also on the initial
condition x(0|k) , x0 . Hence, the NMPC design is
based on the solution of the finite-time open-loop optimization problem (FTOOP)
J(x0 , u(k)),

(13)
1.6

(Multiplier for each volume)

min

u(k)∈RmHp

subject to
• system model in (6) over Hp ,
• input constraints in (9) over Hp ,
• state constraints in (10) over Hp ,
where J(·) : UmHp ×RHp 7→ R in (13) is the cost function, with m = 2 and Hp = Hu , where Hu denotes
the control horizon. Assuming that the FTOOP (13)

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

1

Here, f (k + i|k) denotes the prediction of the variable f at
time k + i performed at k. For instance, x(k + i|k) denotes the
prediction of the system state, starting from its initial condition
x(0|k) = x(k).

0

2

4

6

8

Time (s)

Figure 5: Current consumption profile multiplier
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Figure 4: Closed-loop control topology of the case study

Different combinations of controlled volumes are the initial conditions x0 of the plant formerly defined.
simulated and analysed in subsequent sections in or- Therefore (15) can be expressed as
der to determine which one is the most appropriate
ndisc
1 X
controller configuration for the desired dynamical beM AE =
|xp − x0,p |.
(16)
haviour of the case study.
ndisc
p=1

5.2. Controller setup

5.4. Results and discussion

As stated in the introduction, one of the main capabilities of the NMPC algorithms is their vast reconfigurability via the tuning of its parameters, such as
prediction and control horizons, penalisation terms,
norms, etc. Table 2 shows the controller setup parameters and the sampling and simulation times of
each one of the simulation scenarios.

As introduced in Section 4, the cost function (11)
and the implementation of the problem are designed
to allow different combinations of control volumes
in the discretised anode gas channel. In Table 3,
the MAEs over all the simulation time are presented
for six possible combinations of control volumes to
achieve the desired regulation along the channel.
Table 3: Mean Absolute Error of the simulations

5.3. Performance indicator
The regulation error through the channel (e) is defined as the difference between the desired state vector xref and the current value of the states x. When
the discretisation is performed, this difference is expanded to all the finite elements in the model. To
study and compare the forthcoming simulation results, a performance indicator is introduced. For this
paper, the mean absolute error (MAE)
M AE =

1
ndisc

nX
disc
p=1

|ep | =

1

nX
disc

ndisc

p=1

|xp − xref
p | (15)

control volume(s)

acronym

average MAE (%)

first

(F)V

6.26

first-middle

(F-M)V

5.24

middle

(M)V

4.57

middle-last

(M-L)V

4.67

last

(L)V

8.03

first-last

(F-L)V

5.55

The behaviour of the MAE for all the different
scenarios of control volumes combinations is represented in Figure 6. As it can be extracted from the
figure, the disturbance rejection capability is similar
for most of the cases with some exceptions, like when
only the first and last volumes are considered in the
cost function.
From the average MAE and the results presented
in Table 3, it can be concluded that the best performance is obtained with the configuration that has the
middle volume as the controlled volume (the (M)V

is proposed. Note that (15) is defined for the discretised model presented in (3), which considers all
the ndisc volumes in the anode gas channel, not only
at control ones. In (15), subscript p refers to the
p-th element of the state vector x. As said, this error is computed by comparing the state values at a
given moment of the simulation with their reference
values, which in a regulation problem, is a constant
value. Particularly, the desired reference values are
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(a) Controlled outputs

Figure 6: MAE profile for six control volumes combinations
Molar flux densities [mol m−2 s−1]

40

case). This is due to the lower average MEA of the
35
disturbance rejection problem and the lower overshoots of the error for this combination. Also, notice
30
that the full regulation of two volumes in steady state
nH ,in
is not possible because there are not enough degrees
25
n
H O,in
of freedom with only two manipulated inputs.
The dynamical behaviour of the controlled outputs
20
and the manipulated inputs applied to the system for
the (M)V case are shown in Figure 7, where subscript
15
vc denotes the state values of the controlled volume.
It is possible to plot the whole range of concen10
trations profile during the duration of the simulation
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Time (s)
process. This is presented in Figure 8 and shows that,
with the proposed control strategy based on NMPC,
(b) Manipulable inputs
the concentrations remain in a narrow and bounded
range of values, which guarantee an stable behaviour Figure 7: Input and output dynamical behaviour with the
of the energy system no matter the load current vari- NMPC-based closed loop
ation (and thus, reaction disturbances).
between the observed state and the plant state is
5.5. Observer performance
seen to be significant at a dynamical level, having
The linear state observer feeds the NMPC con- the observed state a slower response compared to the
troller with the estimated state vector as described plant behaviour. Nevertheless, the observed state apin Section 4. Figure 9 shows the behaviour of the proaches converges to the plant response when the
estimator when the controlled states shown in Fig- response approaches its equilibrium condition.
ure 7a move away from the initial operating point
as a consequence of the current multiplier proposed 6. Conclusions
in Figure 5. As expected, the observed states (x̂)
present a different behaviour compared to the sysIn this paper, an NMPC controller design has been
tem states from the simulation model.
designed to regulate the concentration profiles in a
In Figure 9a, which refers to the H2 concentration PEMFC anode gas channel. This strategy allows to
estimation, the divergence appears more clearly when handle the nonlinear dynamics of the plant in order to
there is a change in the current multiplier, which maintain a given operating condition and to avoid the
drives away the state from its valid region accord- degradation of the system. The performance of the
ing to the observer model (e.g. at times 2 and 5 s). controller has been evaluated, obtaining satisfactory
However, these errors can be considered negligible results for a given simulation scenario. The controller
compared to the overall magnitude of the states. On is robust enough to reduce the effect of the unknown
the other hand, in Figure 9b, wich refers to the wa- disturbances that influence the system when a change
ter vapour concentration estimation, the difference occurs in the load.
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Figure 8: Concentrations distribution through all the discretisation volumes along the simulation scenario
Concentration [mol m−3]

The MAE along the anode (see Figure 6) depends on the controlled volumes selected as it has
been shown with the analysis of the obtained results. Indeed, when stating the cost function, the
selection of certain combinations of controlled volumes is more convenient from the performance point
of view. Specifically, the inclusion of two control volumes in the cost function reduces in general the regulation error. However, controlling only the middle
volume shows to be the most suitable option for this
problem. With the proposed control strategy, the
variation of the concentrations are guaranteed to be
limited to small values along the channel, thus achieving the desired regulation even in the presence of unknown disturbances. An impending improvement of
the proposed approach is to increase the number of
controlled volumes included in the cost function. Although, it must be remarked that there is not enough
degrees of freedom in the problem to achieve perfect
regulation of all the volumes, nonetheless the increasing of the number of control volumes can improve the
overall optimisation problem results.
The number of discretisation volumes is limited by
the design of the observer. Future research will be
aimed at generalising the approach to higher number of volumes in order to increase the detail of the
solution. In addition, this paper presents the linear
estimation of the states from the measured outputs
of a nonlinear plant. The observation error is the
main source of error of the control strategy presented
in this paper. However, it is forthcoming to include
the nonlinear state observer approach to improve the
full-state vector estimation and reduce the regulation error with more precise information about the
behaviour of the entire plant.
Only an anode gas channel of a PEMFC is studied in this paper. Taking into account that the re-

7
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(b) H2 O estimation
Figure 9: Behaviour of the linear state estimator versus the
plant states in the control volume

action and water transport terms are considered as
unknown and unmeasurable disturbances, the proposed solution is immediately applicable to the cathode gas channel since the modelling equations for the
gas concentration behaviours are equivalent to those
that model the anode gas channel. The next step in
the research line is to include all PEMFC components
(e.g., cathode, membrane, gas diffusion layers and gas
catalyst layers) in order to implement the proposed
controller to the entire PEMFC-based system, even
over a real test-bench.
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